Volume 9, issue 2, e00430-18, 2018, https://doi.org/10.1128/mBio.00430-18. We correct the following error in our publication. The primary focus of the work is on the description of antiviral resistance-associated markers in the influenza PA endonuclease domain (PA N , amino acids 1 to Ϸ200), which is responsible for the endonuclease activity of the virus. Figure S1 presents data from minigenome assays that measure cumulative viral polymerase activity with and without the endonuclease inhibitor RO-7. The construct used in these assays contained the I38T resistance substitution in the PA plasmid. After further sequencing of this construct, two additional unexpected changes, P224S and P295L, both outside the endonuclease domain, were detected. Neither mutation was described in the original manuscript.
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In a summary of four independent experiments, we have subsequently determined that P224S/P295L in combination with I38T lower polymerase activity approximately 1.7-fold with the CA/04 virus. When only I38T is present, a statistically insignificant decrease was observed, suggesting that P224S and P295L do negatively impact polymerase activity, albeit mildly. P224S and P295L were not present in the PR/8 PA plasmid.
Regardless of the impact on output from minigenome assays, the main conclusions of the work, that I38T is a critical determinant of endonuclease inhibitor resistance, remain unaltered. Importantly, the presence of P224S/P295L in conjunction with I38T does not impact resistance to RO-7. In the presence of 250 nM RO-7, the CA/04 constructs containing I38T, P224S, and P295L retain 71.6% of normalized polymerase activity compared to 72.6% of the I38T-alone plasmid. Further, we have confirmed that the P224S/P295L substitutions are not present in either the WT or the reverse genetics CA/04 or PR/8 viruses generated in this study and used to evaluate RO-7-resistant viruses (listed in Table 1 ). Figure S1 and its legend have been replaced online.
